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A B S T R A C T

E-petitions have become a popular vehicle for political activism, but studying them has been
difficult because efficient methods for analyzing their content are currently lacking. Researchers
have used topic modeling for content analysis, but current practices carry some serious limita-
tions. While modeling may be more efficient than manually reading each petition, it generally
relies on unsupervised machine learning and so requires a dependable training and validation
process. And so this paper describes a framework to train and validate Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA), the simplest and most popular topic modeling algorithm, using e-petition data. With
rigorous training and evaluation, 87% of LDA-generated topics made sense to human judges.
Topics also aligned well with results from an independent content analysis by the Pew Research
Center, and were strongly associated with corresponding social events. Computer-assisted con-
tent analysts can benefit from our guidelines to supervise every process of training and evaluation
of LDA. Software developers can benefit from learning the demands of social scientists when
using LDA for content analysis. These findings have significant implications for developing LDA
tools and assuring validity and interpretability of LDA content analysis. In addition, LDA topics
can have some advantages over subjects extracted by manual content analysis by reflecting
multiple themes expressed in texts, by extracting new themes that are not highlighted by human
coders, and by being less prone to human bias.

1. Introduction

Governments around the world have implemented electronic petition (e-petition) platforms to hear the voices of the public
regarding their policy suggestions or concerns to governments (Dumas et al., 2015). Scholars argue that e-petitions provide me-
chanisms to enable the public to express their views to the elected officials (Bochel, 2013) and further demonstrated that these
systems have impacts on policy decisions (Bochel, 2012). Countries such as Scotland, Wales, Great Britain, Germany, South Korea,
and Australia, as well as the United States use e-petition platforms, expecting to increase citizen participation and government
transparency (Hagen, Harrison, & Dumas, 2018). Despite the increasing popularity of these platforms, content analysis of e-petitions
is largely lacking.

Traditionally, content analysis is used to systematically evaluate the symbolic content of recorded communication manually
(Kolbe & Burnett, 1991). However, the increasing availability of large electronic archives, along with increased computational
capacities, has led to interest in computer-assisted content analysis. Topic modeling is such a popular and efficient, computer-assisted
technique for analyzing textual content (Chuang et al., 2014; DiMaggio, 2015; J. Grimmer, 2016; Lucas et al., 2015; Baumer, Mimno,
Guha, Quan, & Gay, 2017; Quinn, Monroe, Colaresi, Crespin, & Radev, 2010). Topic models are especially useful for identifying
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hidden topics and themes based on the word co-occurrence for each document in the corpus. In addition, topic modeling is a good
way to “let the text talk” because the identified topics do not depend on the evaluators’ individual perspectives or experiences
(Graneheim & Lundman, 2004; Mimno, Wallach, Talley, Leenders, & McCallum, 2011).

Although topic modeling has numerous advantages, it also has limitations. Loss of interpretability is a major limitation of complex
learning algorithms such as topic models (Witten & Frank, 2005). Topics produced by complex algorithms are difficult to interpret
because their outputs, which are numeric values, are produced based on mathematical properties, while interpretation of them
depends on the goals of the analysis, the researcher's perspectives and domain knowledge (Croft, Metzler, & Strohman, 2010;
Suominen, 2016; Yau, Porter, Newman, & Suominen, 2014). Topic modeling involves several steps, and each decision influences the
outcome. Because topic modeling outputs (e.g., topics and document rankings) are fully data-driven, the extent to which they
accurately reflect themes written in the text is questionable. There are few studies that provide guidance for how each of these
decisions should be made to generate dependable topics. Although acknowledged by some computer scientists (Boyd-Graber, Mimno,
& Newman, 2014), these issues have not yet been fully investigated and discussed in the literature for content analysis.

To maximize the potential of topic modeling for content analysis, it seems critical to develop a systematic approach focusing on
the interpretability and validity of topic model outcomes. To fill the gap in the literature, we offer a framework for topic modeling to
extract emerging topics from e-petition data, then evaluate that framework by training LDA models and assessing the generated topics
from human interpretability perspectives. The results of this study indicate that LDA is an efficient and a valid content analysis tool
for finding latent streams of thoughts expressed in e-petitions. The findings demonstrate that, when properly supervised under our
framework, LDA can help practitioners and social scientists analyze topical contents from large volumes of texts.

This article makes a primarily methodological contributions in the area of computer-assisted content analysis. It advances our
understanding on how to systematically supervise computer-assisted content analysis processes to achieve interpretable results when
using LDA models. It also argues that computer-assisted content analysis can complement manual content analysis by extracting new
themes and suggesting different ways of categorizing textual contents. This article concludes by making suggestions to increase the
dependability of topic modeling.

2. Literature review

2.1. We the people e-petitions

The Obama Administration introduced an electronic petitioning platform called We the People (WtP) to increase government
transparency and encourage citizen participation (Open Government Partnership, 2015). WtP is considered “one of the most pro-
minent legacies of the open government initiatives” (Hitlin, 2016, p. 2). As of July 2015, over 19 million individuals had created
accounts on WtP, and over 411,546 petitions generated in the system had accumulated over 27 million signatures
(The White House, 2015b; a detailed introduction of WtP is provided in Hagen et al., 2016). WtP's popularity was driven, in part, by
the Obama administration's pledge to respond to any petitions that can attract at least 100,000 signatures over a 30-day period.
Petitioners can solicit support using social media applications (e.g., Twitter and Facebook) embedded in the platform, and/or per-
sonal network and websites. For that reason, signature counts reflect the petition's popularity.

WtP provides 39 subject categories, which include subject categories that are conventionally recognized and to some extent
mirror the organizational division of the federal bureaucracy. As Fig. 1 shows, the WtP categories are broad and provide a high-level
structure for the organization and categorization of petitions. Further, the nature of the categorization method (petitioners selecting
up to three categories from the 39 categories provided) indicates the WtP-categorization scheme may not be useful for describing the
petition data for the purpose of understanding the issues and topics petitioners express. For example, Fig. 1 shows the distribution of
petitions created between September 22, 2011 and January 3rd, 2015 on each of the 39 WtP categories. The top seven most popular
categories include: Civil Rights and Liberties, Human Rights, Criminal Justice and Law Enforcement, Foreign Policy, Health Care,
Family, and Government Reform. These categories together account for 52% of all petitions, the largest of which, Civil Rights and
Liberties, and Human rights together covers 26% of all petitions (see Fig. 1). WtP-categories may be helpful to understanding the
federal agencies responsible for specific petitions, but they may not be suitable for understanding issues and concerns petitioners
express to the federal government.

In contrast to the WtP subject categories, actual discussions on the platform include diverse subjects—the most frequently in-
itiated petitions were about health care, military and veterans’ issues, illness, immigration, animal rights, holidays and criminal
investigations (Hitlin, 2016). WtP's primary goal was enhancing citizens’ participation in government (The White House, 2015a), but
there has been little attempt to systematically understand what kinds of voices have been raised on the platform. Lack of content
description of e-petitions may be attributable to an absence of methods to efficiently analyze the contents of plentiful and un-
structured e-petitions. Traditionally, textual analysis has relied on content analysis approaches.

2.2. Use of topic modeling for content analysis

Content analysis is defined as “the systematic, objective, quantitative analysis of message characteristics" (Neuendorf, 2017, p. 1).
Text is one of the most popular ways for authors to communicate their ideas and convey the social situation (Stone, Dunphy, Smith, &
Ogilvie, 1966, p. 6). By characterizing text data systematically, content analysis is expected to provide new insights in understanding
the essential ideas and further guide practical actions (Krippendorff, 2012, p. 24). Content analysis’ popularity has risen dramatically
since 2006, which may be attributable to the availability of large volumes of text data (Neuendorf, 2017, p. 3). Computing power to
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systematically and reliably process "big data," merged with content analysis, has invigorated computer-assisted text analysis. Some
content analysis scholars used computers to implement statistical natural language processing (NLP) and text mining techniques. One
of the most popular techniques for analyzing text is topic modeling (Aggarwal & Zhai, 2012, p. 107; Wei & Croft, 2006), which refers
to statistical methods to discover themes running through data by analyzing the words appearing in the texts (Blei, 2012). One of the
simplest and popular topic models is Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei, 2012; Blei, Ng, & Jordan, 2003), which is an un-
supervised, nonparametric and generative method that treats words in documents as if they were generated by probabilistic sampling
based on latent variables (topics). A given document may contain multiple topics, and each topic represents a distribution over a fixed
vocabulary. An LDA model provides two initial outputs: (1) an estimated probability of a document being generated by a topic
(referred to as an affinity score) and (2) the probability of a word being used to represent a topic (referred to as a topic).

Social scientists have used topic modeling for automatic content analysis of textual big data to discover themes from political texts
(Grimmer & Stewart, 2013; Quinn et al., 2010; Roberts, Stewart, Tingley, & Airoldi, 2013). These studies have shown that topic
modeling can identify new themes from texts, independent of potentially biased perspectives (Hopkins & King, 2010; Jelveh, Kogut, &

Fig. 1. Distribution of petitions on 39 WtP categories (Sept. 22, 2011-Jan. 3, 2015).
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Naidu, 2015). Quinn et al. (2010) extracted topics from legislative speech data (a total of 118,065 speeches) to infer the relative
amount of legislative attention paid to specific topics (Quinn et al., 2010, p. 224). Roberts and colleagues have used topic models to
identify framing differences between Chinese news sources and those in other countries (Roberts et al., 2014; Roberts et al., 2013).
And, by using topic modeling on academic writings by economists, Jelveh and colleagues found that political ideology influences the
results of economic research (Jelveh et al., 2015).

In addition, topic models made new discovery possible by enabling large volumes of text to be analyzed efficiently and effectively
Grimmer (2010) found that the press releases of senators representing the same state were more similar than those of senators
representing different states (Grimmer, 2010). That finding contradicts Schiller's (2000) prior study showing that senators re-
presenting the same state tended to express dissimilar priorities in order to compete for more media and public attention. Grimmer
(2010) underscored that prior research was limited to a relatively small number of newspaper statements put out by a handful of
legislators, and, further, stressed that his new discovery was made possible by topic modeling and the use of big textual data. LDA was
also adopted for qualitative interpretation, leading to production of specific topics, which led to understanding different political
styles in the women's movement (Nelson, 2014). Hagen (2016) found that white nationalism was strongly expressed in electronic
petitions, which reflects middle class resentment of immigrants and racial minorities (Hagen, 2016).

Information science scholars have applied topic modeling for content analysis to identify authors of unsigned documents
(Krippendorff, 2012, p. 18); to analyze overarching themes from survey data (Baumer et al., 2017); to improve performance of topic
modeling for better analysis of large volumes of text data (Liu & Xu, 2017; Nikolakakou, Bothos, & Gregoris, 2015; Seshadri, Mercy
Shalinie, & Kollengode, 2015; Song et al., 2016; Zhao, Jin, & Yue, 2015); to measure research popularity and dissemination channels
based on research topics (Yan, 2015). Baumer et al. (2017) specifically noted that themes extracted using topic modeling are highly
similar to human experts’ analysis, but with only a small fraction of the time commitment.

Although LDA has demonstrated its value for content analysis in multiple studies, several challenge still remain when applying
LDA to content analysis. First, the lack of reliable and generalizable processes is common problem in unstructured and big open data
analysis (Zamith & Lewis, 2015). For example, one of the most difficult challenges in using LDA for content analysis has been
determining the optimal number of topics to harmonize with human sense making (Grimmer, 2016; Suominen & Toivanen, 2016).

Second, reliably interpreting LDA outcome is another major challenge for content analysis. Traditionally, topic modeling research
(Blei & Lafferty, 2009; Blei et al., 2003) has used “held-out likelihood” to estimate a model's validity when applied to a set of
unknown documents. Probability-based observations, such as held-out likelihood, however, do not measure the extent to which topic
model outcomes represent internal topics (Boyd-Graber et al., 2014). To ensure reliable and valid interpretations, LDA results need to
be evaluated against standards of comprehensibility, not judged solely on probability-based observations.

In what follows, we investigate a method to produce generalizable and reliable LDA outcomes by training the model and eval-
uating its final iteration. The following subsections describe the process.

2.2.1. Training topic models

Training LDA models involves two main tasks: stemming and determining the optimal number of topics to produce (i.e., optimal
K). Stemming consolidates words with a common stem. For example, “fail”, “failed” and “failing” can all be consolidated to the stem
“fail.” Stemming can enhance topic quality by increasing word frequency and reducing the vocabulary required for modeling. Full
stemming has been shown to increase topic quality (Hopkins & King, 2010; Quinn et al., 2010). Similarly, Hagen, Uzuner, Kotfila,
Harrison, and Lamanna (2015) found that full-stemming (via the Porter stemmer—a popular algorithmic stemmer) out performed
both no-stemming and minimal stemming1 (pluralization and tense suffix removal). Hopkins and King (2010) recommend full-
stemming since the trade-off between losing information by full stemming and reduced complexity is “well worth it” (Hopkins &
King, 2010). In order to discern the best stemming strategy and interpretability of topics, we devised an experiment to answer the
following research question:

RQ1: What is the better stemming approach between full-stemming and no-stemming?
In LDA, the number of topics (referred to as K) and the text data itself are the two initial inputs required for fitting models. K is

specified by the user. Selecting the number of topics is regarded as one of the most challenging issues in topic modeling, “since there
is really no good solution” (Croft et al., 2010, p. 387). No agreed-upon formula exists to predict the optimal number of topics. Instead,
the best choice of K largely depends on the task and the size of data set (Baumer et al., 2017, p. 1403; Croft et al., 2010, p. 387;
Leydesdorff & Nerghes, 2017; Nikolenko, Koltcov, & Koltsova, 2017, p. 94).

The optimal number of topics can be derived by probability (perplexity) or human judgment. Perplexity is a probability-based
estimate of how well a model will fit a sample. It measures the effectiveness of a given set of parameters (calculated using the training
set data) on a set of unknown data (Croft et al., 2010; Jurafsky & Martin, 2009). Statistically, perplexity is “equivalent to the inverse
of the geometric mean per-word likelihood” (Blei et al., 2003, p. 1008). By convention, language modeling uses perplexity as the
preferred measure for model evaluation (Blei et al., 2003; Wallach, Murray, Salakhutdinov, & Mimno, 2009). In order to avoid issues
using one fixed test set for measuring perplexity, a preferred approach is cross validation. If models are stable, we should get similar
effects by dividing the training data into sub-sets by using the training set “both as initial training data and as held-out data”
(Manning & Schütze, 1999, p. 210). We can randomly partition the training data to k-subsets where all subsets are mutually exclusive
and approximately equal in size. Ten-fold cross validation (k=10) is the most popular.

Although perplexity is useful for evaluating a predictive model, a study conducted by Chang, Gerrish, Wang, Boyd-Graber, and

1Minimal stemming strips –ed and -ing from verbs, and –s from nouns.
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Blei (2009) found that the best-fitting model and human judgment are negatively correlated. That is, models that had lower per-
plexity often had poor interpretability (Chang et al., 2009). So the authors recommend that practitioners of topic modeling should use
evaluation methods that depend on “real-world task performance” rather than optimizing likelihood-based fitting measures
(Chang et al., 2009, p. 8).

Alternatively, expert human judgment has been used to evaluate topic modeling outputs, especially when the modeling outputs
are supposed to be used for human interpretation (Mimno et al., 2011; Mimno et al., 2011). Although human judgment is effective for
judging the interpretability of topic modeling outputs, it is labor and time intensive (Baumer et al., 2017).

Because probabilistic and judgment based approaches each has its own strengths and weaknesses, a two-step process in-
corporating both seemed to be a reasonable approach for deriving an optimal K. In the first step, we would train the model using
different values for K, running cross validation and measuring the performance (such as perplexity) for each iteration. Cross vali-
dation results would suggest a range of numbers for further investigation. In the second step, human judges would manually assess
the quality of topics, and the optimal number would be determined by the K that produces the best quality topics within the range in
the first step (Quinn et al., 2010).

The optimal number of topics, K, “must be large enough to generate interpretable categories that have not been over-aggregated
and small enough to be usable at all” (Quinn et al., 2010, p. 216). If set K too low, the topics will be over-aggregated. Setting it too
high—for example, fifty or more topics—will cause user fatigue and overload human effort, making the results uninterpretable
(Yau et al., 2014, p. 777). Accordingly, our study sought to answer the following research question:

RQ2: When the goal is to interpret the topics, how does one decide the optimal number of topics (K) to produce?

2.2.2. Evaluation of topic models

As mentioned in Section 2.2.1, the outcomes of topic models have been “traditionally” evaluated by probability-based metrics
such as perplexity, which yield a measure of held-out likelihood (Blei, 2012; Blei et al., 2003; Boyd-Graber et al., 2014). Held-out
likelihood can address reliability (Trochim & Donnelly, 2006, p. 80). That is, a model with high held-out likelihood is considered to
be reliable since the trained model (using the training set) can perform well on unknown data.

When used by themselves, likelihood-based comparisons, however, provide limited information for interpretability because they
do not measure the ideas expressed in text (Boyd-Graber et al., 2014). Content analysis metrics should assess the meanings expressed
in the text, but perplexity only measures the likelihood that the model will perform well on unknown data. Therefore, using only
perplexity measures, it is impossible to discern whether the inferred topic-words adequately capture the ideas contained in the texts.
In the following, we discuss three possible evaluation methods to address this limitation: direct human reading and judgment,
comparing computer–human annotation results, and external validity.

When human judges are used to interpret topic model outcomes, the most effective approach is “careful reading of the underlying
texts and of the model output by domain experts” (M. E. Roberts et al., 2015, p. 19). Alignment between LDA outputs and human
understanding of them provides a measure of validity; that the outputs are measuring what they are supposed to measure, the
meaning expressed in e-petitions. Humans can read a number of randomly selected documents that are assigned to each topic cluster
and rate topics (top-x topic words) on a three-point scale based on the topic coherence (Newman, Lau, Grieser, & Baldwin, 2010).
Adopting the manual reading approach, Quinn et al. (2010) found that information in the topic keywords “did an excellent job
describing the documents assigned to each (substantive) topic” (Quinn et al., 2010, p. 218). Reading assigned documents can also
provide additional context for the underlying meanings behind the topics (Quinn et al., 2010, p. 218). Therefore, our study sought to
answer the following research question:

RQ 3: To what extent are LDA-generated topics interpretable by human judges?
Alternative evaluation approach is to compare the LDA-generated topic assignments with human-generated topic assignments.

Once a model is trained, the model can automatically assign topics to new documents by holding the model parameters constant (Top
right of Fig. 2). Measuring a model's reliability with new, unknown data assures that the learned model's performance can generalize
beyond its initial training dataset (Creswell, 2013; Quinn et al., 2010). Human judges can assign each of the new documents to one of

Fig. 2. An illustration of computer-human IRR measurement.
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the topics (Bottom right of Fig. 2), then the human generated topic list can be compared with topic-assignment results from the
trained LDA model. The level of agreement indicates the final model's reliability and gauges the interpretability of LDA-generated
topics, and we posed the following research question:

RQ 4: To what extent do LDA-generated topic assignments correspond to human-generated topic assignment?
External validity suggests that findings from a given study can be generalized to different settings, persons, or times (Steckler &

McLeroy, 2008). Since e-petitioning is a way for citizens to express their interests and concerns, we assume that the content of WtP
petitions will reflect the information to which the citizens are exposed. If that assumption is correct, WtP topics should correspond to
exogenous events (Quinn et al., 2010, p. 222). If the topics align with significant political events in the right period, it endorses LDA
results as a valid means of measuring public opinions expressed in e-petitions. Our study examined that question:

RQ 5: To what extent do LDA-generated topics correspond to political/social events that are important to citizens?
The external validity of LDA topics can also be measured by comparing them with topic categorization results, using the same

data, conducted by people who are not exposed to our LDA topics and analyses. This corresponding research question for this study is:
RQ 6: Do LDA-generated topics correspond to topics generated by an independent content analysis, using the same dataset?

2.2.3. Framework for content analysis using LDA

After reviewing the current literature, we developed a framework for content analysis using LDA that is suitable for analyzing
topics to characterize e-petition data (see Table 1). The framework includes training LDA models to generate topics, and evaluating
the generated topics.

3. Methods and findings

We conducted two empirical studies to train and evaluate the LDA models and outcomes following the framework devised in
Section 2.2.3. The purpose of Study 1 was to demonstrate the process of stemming and deriving the optimal topic numbers by
comparing automatic approaches with human interpretation. Study 2 assessed the validity and reliability of the LDA-generated
topics. Both of the studies are evaluated from human interpretability perspectives.

3.1. Data

The data used for this study were obtained from a publicly available White House application program interface (API) containing
information about all petitions displayed on the WtP website between September 22, 2011, when WtP was formally inaugurated, and
January 3, 2015, when the initial data analysis took place. This corpus contained 324,594 tokens and 37,663 unique words in 3344
petition documents. Each petition is composed of a title and a rationale. We combined each title with its corresponding rationale into
one document, which forms the basic unit for this analysis. Fig. 3 is an example of a WtP petition.

Using English petitions, we converted all text to lower case, normalized white space, eliminated punctuation, non-alphanumeric
characters, and removed short words of only one or two characters using the Natural Language Toolkit (Bird, Klein, & Loper, 2009).
We used unigram tokenization and minimal preprocessing because topic modeling prefers the rawest state with the simplest toke-
nization (Yau et al., 2014). After the preprocessing, the average length of a petition document—with combined title and rationa-
le—was 97.07 words. The shortest petition contained zero tokens. We used the MALLET topic modeling package (McCallum, 2002)
for training, thus, used MALLET's 524-word, built-in stopword dictionary for stopword removal.

Using the preprocessed set, we set aside a test set by randomly sampling 30% of the corpus. Using the remaining data as a training
set, we ran and fit various models. Then, we assigned to each document a single topic—one with the highest probability of belonging
to the document. We used the R programming language for analysis and visualization of LDA outcomes. In what follows, we report
methods and findings from the two experiments: Training LDA Models and Evaluating the LDA Models.

3.2. Study 1: training LDA models

Although used to understand the major topics in large volumes of documents, it is not clear whether topics actually provide a
semantically meaningful summary of the corpus. As discussed in 2.2, popularly used performance measures are based on statistical
properties of texts, and, in fact, there is no theory-based reason to believe that probability-based measures are good indicator of

Table 1

A framework: content analysis assisted by LDA.

Phase Task Analysis strategy

Training (RQ 1 and 2) Stemming • Ten-fold cross validation
Deciding the optimal K • Human judgment

Evaluation (RQ 3, 4, 5, and 6) Human reading • Internal coherence between topics and documents
• Generate an agreed-set of topics with topic quality and labels attached

Computer–human comparison • IRR between human and LDA topic assignment
External validity • Mapping social events with topics expressed in WtP petitions

• Validate LDA topics against manual analysis of the same dataset by independent scholars
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individual topic-quality (Boyd-Graber et al., 2014). Relying solely on these measurements, it is not possible to know whether gen-
erated topics adequately capture the ideas contained in the texts. In order to demonstrate that inferred topics are “meaningful” and
“interpretable,” we incorporated human judgment, in addition to automatic measures, in the process of topic training. Since in-
itialization influences topic outcomes, we used random initialization to verify that topic variations are small when topic numbers are
50 or smaller. Using small numbers of topics (between 5 and 30), Baumer et al. (2017) likewise observed that different initialization
does not have a significant impact on topic variation when the number of topics is small.

The following sections describe the methods and findings from our investigation of the two research questions regarding LDA
model training: stemming and optimal number of topics (K).

3.2.1. Stemming

We experimented with both no-stemming and full-stemming using ten-fold cross validation and human judgment, to decide which
of the two stemming procedure resulted in more coherent topics. More specifically, we compared average perplexities using ten-fold
cross validation varying the number of topics from 5 to 105 in increments of five. We also conducted a first-round coding task (on the
topic-words) to assess the quality of topics generated by each of the two stemming approaches. Two human judges read topic words
and coded as “1” if topic words can be grouped together as a single topic, “2” if topic words contain two topics, and “3” if topic words
contain three or more topics, or do not seem to have interpretable topics. The author and another human coder preformed multiple
pre-tests in order to produce a dependable coding scheme and then conducted additional pretests to measure the reliability of the
scheme. Lower mean values indicate that topics are more coherent and interpretable by human judges (we call this topic quality).

Full-stemming was done using the Porter Stemmer in the Natural Language Tool Kit (Bird, Klein, & Loper, 2009, p. 107). In
producing a spreadsheet for the full-stemming set, we replaced all stems in the 20 topic word clusters with the original, most
commonly used word-form. This is done because some stems (for example, “caus” “abus” “genit” and “davier”) can make inter-
pretation difficult and therefore may cause bias in coding. For example, we replaced “police, polices, policed, policing” with the most
frequently used word-form, “police” in preparation for human coding.

Both ten-fold cross validation and human coding results agreed that full-stemming was a better modeling strategy. Fig. 4 shows
that models from the full-stemming set produced better quality topics (low perplexity indicates better quality topics). Results from
human judgments agree with the perplexity results, that is full-stemming (average quality of topics: 1.43) to out-perform no-stem-
ming (average quality of topics: 1.46) in producing high quality topics for human interpretation.

3.2.2. Deciding the optimal K

As a first step to determine the optimal K for an LDA model, we conducted ten-fold cross validation to determine a range of K
values. Then, we conducted the human coding experiments within that topic range, in increments of five, setting an upper limit of 50,

Fig. 3. An example of an WtP petition
Note: The first two lines (bold and large font) are the title of the petition, and the rest of the text is the rationale of this petition.
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as more than 50 topics is judged to be impractical to manually analyze. In this second-round human coding task, human judges were
asked to evaluate: (1) the quality of topic words, and (2) coherence between the topic words and the top-ten related documents.

Because coding all models within a certain range of topics is not feasible, we selected only five LDA-models (i.e., 30, 35, 40, 45,
and 50 topics) within the range (between 30 and 50) that was suggested by cross-validation. Human judges read 20 topic-words and
ten topically-identified documents (see Fig. 5). Each ten-document group was composed of five documents with the highest affinity
score for the topic, and other five documents randomly selected from the remaining documents assigned to that topic. This procedure

Fig. 4. Ten-fold cross validation using no-stemming and full-stemming sets Note: The black line is the average perplexity of ten-fold cross validation
result from the full-stemming set, and the gray line is that from the no-stemming set.

Fig. 5. Human coding process for deciding the optimal K.
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was designed to mitigate possible bias in affinity score calculations, and to increase the breadth of document coverage, rather than
just providing ten nearly identical documents.

Next, we randomly sampled 20% of topics for human coding (i.e., 6 topics from the 30-topic model, 8 topics from the 40-topic
model). Two coders, each familiar with U.S. politics, independently rated the quality of topics and the coherence between the topics
and the ten-related documents. As illustrated in Fig. 5, for each topic, each coder first (1) read the 20 topic words and (2) read the ten
documents, and (3) independently coded topic quality following a prescribed coding scheme. Among the five topic-models (30, 35,
40, 45, and 50), we selected the model with the best topic quality to be the optimal topic number (K).

To minimize preprocessing, we did not eliminate proper nouns, although this made coding somewhat more complex. Instead of
dropping all proper nouns as Chang et al. (2009) did, we allowed coders conduct a Web search when the relevance of a given word to
the topic was unclear. This turned out to be useful. For example, in the religion_gay topic (“religious, church, gay, god, religion,
christian, marriage, national, couples, anti, lgbt, beliefs, pledge, uganda, equal, sex, trust, muslim, word, abortion”), it was not clear
whether “uganda” was relevant. Google search using “gay” and “uganda” showed that the Anti-Homosexuality Act was passed in
2014 by the Parliament of Uganda, which confirms that the proper noun “uganda” is a relevant topic-word for the religion_gay topic.

Results of the K-coding task are shown in Fig. 6. The line in Fig. 6 indicates that the 30-topic model produces the most coherent
themes (average quality: 1.42) followed by the 50-topic-model (average quality: 1.45). For comparison, the dotted line in Fig. 6
shows the coding result from the stemming-coding task, which also indicates the 30-topic model produces the most coherent set of
topics according to human judgment. We found that human-judged topic quality seems to be positively correlated with the perplexity
before the perplexity significantly drops (i.e., 5, 10, 15, 20 topics). But, once the perplexity starts stabilizing (i.e., topics bigger than
25), human-judged topic quality is not correlated with the perplexity results. This is similar to the findings of Chang et al. (2009).
Therefore, perplexity seems to be correlated with topic quality while perplexity significantly drops, but it is not correlated with
human-judged topic quality when the perplexity starts stabilizing.

Although the human-based coding used 20 topic-words and 10 topically-identified documents, adding those 10 documents ac-
tually decreased topic quality. The documents may have provided a reference point for judging some ambiguous topic words to be
irrelevant, whereas without documents such ambiguous cases were assumed to be relevant. Anecdotally, one coder stated that, on a
few occasions, a topic seemed coherent but the documents did not quite support some of the topic words. Presumably, this occurred,
in part, because half of the 10 documents were randomly selected.

3.2.3. Reliability of human coding results

To assess the reliability of human coding results, we calculated inter-rater reliability (IRR) (Krippendorff, 2004; Lombard, Snyder-
Duch, & Bracken, 2002; Neuendorf, 2017). IRR measures agreement between coders. After experimenting with multiple measures of
IRR, including percent agreement, Gwet's AC, Scott's pi (π) (Scott, 1955), Cohen's Kappa (κ) (Cohen, 1960), and Krippendorf's alpha
(α) (Krippendorff, 2012), we report Gwet AC1. This is because several studies (Girard, 2015; Gwet, 2002; Viswanathan & Berkman,
2011; Wongpakaran, Wongpakaran, Wedding, & Gwet, 2013) have found that Gwet AC1 is most appropriate for a highly skewed data
sets such as ours (on average, 87% of topics are judged to be good quality and only 13% are judged to be bad quality). We

Fig. 6. Topic quality. Note: The line is the result from the K-coding task using models of 30, 35, 40, 45, and 50. The dotted line is the result from
stemming-coding task using models of 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, and 50. Y-axis value close to “1″ indicates the K-topic model produces high quality
topics that are more human-interpretable.
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implemented the reliability coefficients using the R function provided by Advanced Analytics, LLC (2010), and acquired 0.82 (Gwet
AC1). Considering (1) the exploratory nature of the study and, more importantly, (2) the challenge of coding topic words that require
prior knowledge/expertise, the reliability coefficients 0.82 seems to be reasonably good for drawing reliable conclusions.

3.3. Study 2: evaluating the LDA model

Having determined the optimal K=30 and having chosen the stemming method, we generated 30 topics using the training set.
Then, we adopted three approaches—human reading, computer–human coding comparison, and external validity—to evaluate the
generated topics and the final 30-topic LDA model. In the following section, we report the method and findings pertinent to the four
research questions involved with evaluating the LDA model.

3.3.1. Human interpretability

For the 30 topics, we conducted a third-round human-coding task to evaluate topic quality. For the human coding task, we created
two worksheets: the first contained 30-topics, each composed of 20 topic words, and the second contained 10 documents per topic
(30*10 rows where each row contains a petition). For each topic, two coders independently read the 20 topic words and the ten
documents, then (1) rated topic quality, (2) internal coherence between topics and assigned documents, and (3) assigned labels to topics.

The topic quality coding followed the same process as 3.2. After independent coding, the two human judges created the final
reconciled set, in which 21 topics (70%) were coded as “1” (good quality topic with one coherent theme), 5 topics (17%) were coded
as “2” (intermediate quality topic with one or two themes with existence of irrelevant word), and 4 topics (13%) were coded as “3”
(poor quality topic). In sum, a total of 87% were coded as interpretable, and Table 2 shows the topic quality of each topic in the final
reconciled set. The percent agreement between the two raters was 0.83, and Gwet AC1 of 0.78, suggest good inter-rater reliability
(Creswell, 2013; Quinn et al., 2010; Trochim & Donnelly, 2006, p. 87). To assess internal coherence (between topics and documents),
human judges rated each of the 10 documents as “1” if it was relevant to the given topic words, and “2” if it was not relevant. Two
human judges coded 275 of the 300 documents (ten documents per topic)–the remaining 25 documents were not coded because their
topic words were coded as “3” (poor quality topics). We found that the topic quality and the ten-assigned documents are highly
correlated (Pearson's correlation coefficient of 0.70). In other words, although not perfect, topic words successfully represent the
themes expressed in the assigned documents. The percent agreement of the two human judges was 0.88, and Gwet's AC1 was 0.83,

Table 2

LDA-topics with reconciled set of label and topic quality.

Label 10 topic words

marijuana* marijuana drug legal cannabis medical federal substances control alcohol regulations
secession** states government united america people power declare separation nature grant
http http www investigate org public information petition report facebook news
energy** energy jobs oil fuel american nuclear create pipeline project industry
mcclellan bill* mcclellan veterans committee chemicals bill act health house toxic congress
election day election national vote holiday voter america recognize language presidential
time time people make many please years only families country states
animals** animals dogs horses human slaughter pet killed ban wild trade
religion_gay** religious church gay god religion christian marriage national couples anti
immigration_visa** visa immigration residents process card application deported work green legal
east asian countries** china japan south chinese korea human world korean government people
investigate* investigate food justice prosecute criminal attorney labeling civil case violation
guns* gun firearms ban weapons control safety carry faa shooting armed
terrorist_isis** attack terrorist Israel war killed syria aid government group military
sexual_abuse** children child women families sexual abuse parents men age leave
medical** health cancer medical disease care treatment research patients disability funding
law_enforcement_abuse* police office ebola law enforcement protect killed county department video
tax_fund** tax funding federal years pay cuts budget dollars cost jobs
president_obama president obama administration american house national petition support request states
russia_ukraine** russian ukraine russia ukrainian sanctions government international armenian putin territory
education** school students education public program test children research college teachers
criminal_sentences** years sentenced prison murder charges crime pardon convicted man release
loans** loans debt federal home reserve bank market payment interest financial
protect_wildlife** protect water park national land species wolves endangered act wildlife
foreign_human_rights_and_liberty** peace government protesters human people police violence political democracy freedom
white_ genocide** white anti genocide country racist assimilate word forced code existence
military_issues** military service members forced veterans served soldiers war army guard
internet_business** service consumers business internet companies provide system small cost products
medal_of_honor_awareness** awareness medal honor national house lives light award day raise
constitutional_issues** states law act united government citizens federal protect amendment constitution

Note: The first column is the reconciled set of labels. Asterisks indicate topic quality judged by human judges.
⁎⁎ Indicates “good quality,”
⁎ Indicates “fair quality,” and no asterisk indicates “poor quality” topics. We replaced the stems in topic words with the original word-type.
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thus suggests the coding results are reliable.
For human-labeling, two annotators read through the 20 topic words and ten documents assigned to the topic, and wrote a label

(a word or phrases selected from topic words when possible) that reflected the meaning of the topic in a comprehensive way. After
coding independently, the two human judges discussed the coding results and produced a reconciled set of labels. Table 2 shows the
reconciled set of label, topic quality (indicated by number of asterisks), and ten topic words for each of the 30 topics.

3.3.2. Computer–Human IRR

We evaluated the LDA model performance against two criteria: (1) how well the 30 topic-model, fitted with the training set,
successfully assigned topics on unknown petitions (the test set), and (2) how well assigned-topics in the test set, corresponded to
human judgments (illustrated in Fig. 2). First, we assigned each document in the test set to the topic with the highest affinity score
(we call this computer-coding). Then, we randomly sampled 5% (49) of the test set petitions and manually assigned each of them to a
topic (we call this as human-coding). Then, we calculated IRR between computer-coding and human-coding results.

Initial coding consistency between humans and computers was quite low (Cohen's Kappa: 0.44) for the 49 petitions randomly
sampled from the test set. That may be because we did not factor in an important LDA assumption—that a document is composed of
multiple topics. Accordingly, we iterated to allow multiple membership (the top four topics with the highest affinity scores) and re-
measured agreement between human and computer coding. We considered human–computer coding to “agree” when one of the
human-coding topics corresponded to one of the top-four computer-assigned topics. With this method, Cohen's Kappa coefficient
between computer and human was 0.76. This result suggests the learned 30-topic-model can predict topic assignment on unknown
petitions, only when we allow multiple membership of a document. In the following sections, we report the results of the external
validity checks: assessing perplexity, matching with social events, and comparing with Pew content analysis results.

3.3.3. External validity

Holding constant the learned 30-topic-model parameters, we estimated perplexity on the test set and compared it with the
perplexity estimates from the training set's 10-fold cross validation. Perplexity estimates for the test set and training set were highly
correlated (Pearson's correlation is 0.99 with p-value<0.000). This suggests a high degree of confidence that the 30-topic model
from the training set can be applied to unknown sets of WtP data, and is thus generalizable.

We also compared the LDA-generated topics with important social and political events expecting that WtP petitions may reflect
the information to which the public pays attention. If the topics corresponded to significant political events in the right period, it can
validate the LDA results to some extent. We decided to select the guns topic for an external validity check. Dumas et al. (2015) found
that a network of people mobilized around gun control policies in WtP petitions after the Sandy Hook Elementary School shooting
when gun policies were a prominent focus of public (Dumas et al., 2015). If the WtP petition platform correctly reflects the public's
concerns, and LDA results are valid, then we would expect public attention to gun-related issues also to be reflected in media reports.

Using New York Times as a proxy for news media reports, we collected all New York Times news articles between December 23,
2012 and February 2, 2015 using [“gun” OR “firearm”] as the query from the LexisNexis database. We counted the number of
appearances of the topic words (i.e. gun, firearms, weapons, ban, carry, control, law, armed, legislation, assault, amendment,
shooting, violence, protect, bear, crime, free, prevent, capacity, any) in the 150 articles retrieved (we call this the New York Times
corpus), and aggregated dates by week.

LDA-generated topics corresponded to media coverage of gun regulation debates (a significant social/political event). We vi-
sualized the number of topic-words for the “guns” topic in both NY Times corpus and WtP petitions in Fig. 7. The NY Times corpus
shows a large increase in the frequency of the topic words in the guns topic shortly after December 14, 2012, when the Sandy Hook
Elementary School shooting occurred. The first major spike on the WtP guns topic happened at approximately the same time (see

Fig. 7. Social events reflected in guns topic in WtP petitions and NY times corpus.
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Fig. 7). Pearson's correlation between the guns topic in the NY Times corpus and in the WtP petitions is 0.6, which shows high
correlation regarding the guns topic in these two platforms. Overall, according to the quantitative interpretation of topic-words, WtP
activity seems to correspond to some important political events such as the Sandy Hook elementary school shooting and President
Obama's measures—to include executive orders and legislative proposals—for reducing gun violence. This suggest that e-petition
topics may sometimes be largely a reflection of media attention to major social events. However, as the next example shows, this does
not always seem to be the case.

We also compared LDA topics with Google Trends search results (Fig. 8). Google Trends provide the relative number of search
terms used in the Google search engine, and therefore can be used as a proxy to indicate the ups and downs of public attention to
issues. Using “white genocide” as the search term, we extracted Google search frequencies between Dec. of 2011 and Jan. of 2018.
When compared with LDA topics, the popularity of this search term increases over time in the Google search engine. In contrast, the
white_genocide topic popularity in WtP platform was initially high in 2011 and 2012 but decreased in popularity thereafter. This
suggests that e-petitions may reflect social information even before it become widely noticed.

3.3.4. Comparison with Pew content analysis

A good validation is to compare the LDA topics against manually coded results using the same data. Independently from our
study, Pew conducted manual content analysis and published 25 subjects using 4799 WtP petitions created between Sept. 22, 2011
and July 3, 2016. Comparing LDA topics with Pew subjects shows the extent to which LDA topics correctly categorize subjects defined
and coded by humans. Table 3 shows how those 25 subjects correspond to the 28 LDA-generated topics after dropping the two LDA
topics (http and times) that are uninterpretable. It should be noted that the dataset used for the LDA analysis does not include the year
2015 and 2016, while those years are included in the Pew dataset. That difference likely explains why “2016 presidential campaign”
(one of Pew's subjects) does not exist in the LDA topics. We report LDA topics in Table 3 under the headings “Identical to Pew” and
“New themes.”

Our LDA topics aligned surprisingly well with an independent content analysis by the Pew Research Center. For example, one of
the most popular Pew subjects is “requests to honor individuals or create holidays” where petitioners request the White House “to
honor an individual or create a national holiday” (Hitlin, 2016, p. 14). Our investigation on the LDA topic medal_of_honor_awareness

reveals that the majority of these petitions request awarding the Medal of Freedom to certain people (i.e. police officers, firefighters,
or teachers), and to proclaim a certain day as a national awareness day. Similarly, the majority of LDA topics, as presented in Table 3,
closely resembles Pew subjects, which validates our framework and the final results.

4. Discussion

Citizens’ access to political information and direct forms of political action such as boycotts, protests, and participation in citizen
action groups has risen (Dalton, 2013). Scholars and practitioners rightly agree that we need to use diverse information sources and
computational tools for understanding citizens’ opinions expressed in large datasets related to those political actions. As a result,
computer-assisted content analysis has arisen as a field of study to automatically develop categories and assign texts to categories.

Fig. 8. Google Trends and WtP topics
Note: Y-axis is logarithm of number of google search query (Google Trends line) and number of signatures (WtP dotted line).
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Although low analysis costs using large dataset is the clear benefit, the field has lacked frameworks that facilitate the interactions
between computational tools and human experts (Zamith & Lewis, 2015; Gill et al., 2017). Our work is an attempt to find and
harmonize the best of the two worlds (computational tools and human judgments) by incorporating close supervision of human
judgment in the process of LDA training, evaluation, and interpretation.

We devised a framework for content analysis using LDA, and tested the interpretability and validity of the generated LDA topics
from human perspectives. The results show that, when closely supervised according to our suggested guideline, which combines
human judgments and automated measures, 87% of the final LDA topics are interpretable. In other words, when closely supervised,
LDA topics correspond closely with topics based on manual coding. In addition, these topics are valid in comparison with a test set,
external social environments, and an independent manual content analysis by Pew Research Center.

As a result of comparing with the Pew subjects, we found that the results of LDA topic modeling have three advantages over
manual content analysis. First, LDA topics reveal the multi-dimensional nature of written political texts by extracting topics with
multiple themes; terrorist_isis and relition_gay topics are the two examples. The terrorist_isis topic encompasses two Pew subjects
(“terrorism” and “Middle East issues combined”). An investigation of the top 20 relevant petitions reveals that the majority of these
petitions condemn terrorist activities in Middle East countries, which explains why the LDA topic encompasses the two seemingly
separate topics. Similarly, the LDA topic, religion_gay, also comprises two Pew subjects (“religious issues” and “LGBT issues”). An
investigation of the top 20 relevant petitions reveal that many petitions in this topic combine LGBT issues with religion. For example,
a petition titled “Federally legalize gay marriage” argues that religious and civil marriages should be separated. Another petition
titled “Replace anti-gay Pastor Louie Giglio for the benediction at the inauguration with a pro-LGBT member of the clergy” requests
the White House to replace a clergy from the benediction at the inauguration because of his anti-gay positions in the past. Other
petitions request to take away the tax exempt status of specific churches due to their anti-gay marriage positions. These LDA topics
interestingly highlight the difficulties of content analysis using political text because one text often includes multiple themes. And, at
the same time, they show possible contribution of LDA for content analysis that naturally reveals the multi-faceted nature of contents
in written texts.

Second, LDA topics extracted new themes that were not highlighted in the Pew subjects. For example, an LDA topic called
mcclellan bill contains numerous petitions between 2011 and 2013 that request the White House to help pass a bill that contains some
measures of support to the veterans who were exposed to toxic chemicals at Ft McClellan. Similarly, secession topic is not reported in
the Pew subjects. We found over 35 petitions in the training set requesting secession from the US, which tended to be proposed right
after the reelection of President Obama on November 6, 2012 (Kasperkevic, 2012). Significantly, a petition calling for the state of
Texas to secede from the union attracted 125,746 signatures. The loans topic is another example. The majority of the petitions

Table 3

Pew categories and LDA topics.

25 Subjects (Pew: 4799 petitions) 28 Topics (LDA: 3,344 petitions)

Identical to Pew New themes

Health care system medical

All specific illnesses combined
Military and veterans’ issues military_issues mcclellan bill

Immigration immigration_visa
Requests to investigate specific criminal cases investigate sexual_abuse
Request to issue pardons criminal_sentences
Requests to punish
public officials (other than Obama)
Requests to honor individuals or create holidays medal_of_honor_awareness

Animal rights animals protect_wildlife

Education policy education
Gun control/gun rights guns
Police and justice system law_enforcement_abuse constitutional_issues
China east_asian_countries foreign_human_rights_and_liberty
Russia and Ukraine russia_ukraine
Terrorism (domestic or international) terrorist_isis

Middle East issues combined
Religious issues religion_gay

LGBT issues
Technology internet_business
Marijuana/war on drugs marijuana
Obama administration president_obama secession

White nationalism white_ genocide
Energy and climate change energy
2016 presidential campaign election;
Taxes tax_fund loans

Note: Pew Research Center analysis of WtP petition is based on all petitions with a minimum of 150 signatures created between Sept. 22, 2011, and
July 3, 2016. LDA-topics are generated based on the same petition data created between Sept. 22, 2011 and Jan. 3, 2015. Out of the 30 topics, time

and http are excluded from this analysis because these two topics are uninterpretable.
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assigned to the loans topic request that the government revise federal loan policies regarding home or student loans. More specifi-
cally, several petitions request Fannie Mae to reduce principles for homeowners. Other petitions request the Federal Reserve to
review questionable banking and mortgage lender activities. A petition titled “Allow all STUDENT LOAN interest to be deductible or a
credit for Federal Tax purposes” request the federal government to make changes in their tax policies to benefit people with student
loans. Finally, protect_wildlife is another example that was not identified in Pew subjects. This topic includes petitions requesting to
protect wildlife by keeping national reserves, wilderness areas, and stop environmental hazards. Several petitions request the federal
government to preserve gray wolf under the Endangered Species Act. These results demonstrates possible contributions of LDA topics
by extracting topics that are honest expression of the public but somehow receiving less attention by human coders.

Finally, LDA topics can complement manual content analysis by extracting topics with significantly lower levels of human bias.
The LDA topics are relatively independent of potentially biased perspectives because the computer does the coding. For example, an
LDA topic white_genocide is constructed based on the most relevant topic words, whereas Pew named this as “White nationalism,”
which does not reflect that fact that the term “white genocide” is a coded term used by white supremacy groups “as a way of
suggesting that white people in the United States are under threat by virtue of shifting demographics or, more recently, political
correctness” (Bump, 2016). This movement became so popular that the Twitter handle @WhiteGenocideTM (suspended as of Jan.
2018) was mentioned and retweeted by presidential candidate Donald Trump on 2016. Another LDA topic law_enforcement_abuse

corresponds to the Pew issue subject of “Police and justice system.” The LDA topic captures petitioners’ resentment about brutality
and abusive behaviors by law enforcements, which the Pew subject does not.

This study contributes to computer-assisted content analysis methodology by suggesting clear and generalizable guidelines. After
empirically testing our guidelines, we make the following recommendations for the training and evaluation phases. First, during the
training phase, we recommend minimal preprocessing. For example, we do not recommend dropping proper nouns since it may
change outcome topics by omitting important information. We instead recommend using Google search for coding when the re-
levance of topic words is ambiguous. Second, full-stemming seems to produce better quality outcomes. In order to decide the number
of topics to produce, we recommend using perplexity to narrow down the range of topics (to about five) for human judgment, the
result of which will be used to decide the final K. Third, LDA-generated topics should be evaluated to ensure replicability, topic
quality, internal coherence between documents and topics, and external validity. Distinctively from other topic modeling studies, we
recommend supplying full documents in addition to topic-words for human judges’ topic quality coding, in order to provide im-
portant contextual information about the topic.

This study also informs topic modeling developers that computational content analysis is a field of a study that can utilize small
number of topics using topic modeling, and it is important for tools to be developed that can assist policy analysts and social
scientists. Some studies (Chang et al., 2009; Mimno et al., 2011; Newman et al., 2010) have focused on the evaluation of topic
coherence compared to human judgment. In these studies, measures of topic quality are drawn using hundreds of topics. They tend to
produce a large number of topics (≥ 200) because interpretation of topics is not the major goal of those studies. We purposefully
chose a small number of topics to be feasible for understanding the content. When we produce a small number of topics (less than 50),
topics tend to agglomerate, resulting in stable topics regardless of initialization. When the goal is interpretation of a corpus and the
data size is small (thousands of documents), it makes more sense to produce a small number of topics from the outset rather than
cherry picking a portion of good quality topics from a large number of topics produced, in which case topics will be extremely
sensitive to initialization and sampling methods.

5. Conclusion

This paper provides LDA guidelines for computer assisted content analysis of e-petitions, which involves close human supervision
throughout the training and evaluating process. We sought to automatically identify latent topics from WtP petitions. Our framework
produced human-interpretable topics that closely corresponded to Pew's independent content analysis results. Our study demon-
strates that LDA topics can (1) identify multi-faceted themes, (2) extract latent themes that may be overlooked, and (3) reflect themes
in their raw state without bias.

Our findings have implications for a range of information professionals including social scientists and policy analysts who want to
conduct content analysis with large volumes of text data. We provided a detailed guideline for training and evaluating LDA models
using open-source tools for computer-assisted content analysis that is transparent and not dependent on a black-box approach. For
computer scientists and software engineers, we highlighted the demands of social scientists and policy analysts, who are interested in
interpreting a manageable number of topics. Social scientists can benefit from a well-engineered open source tool that enables human
supervision of each step while making all the steps of training and evaluation transparent to avoid the black-box style approaches of
commercial tools. Finally, for government policy decision makers, the procedures demonstrated here can help them conduct content
analysis in a low cost and timely manner.

This article makes two major methodological contributions to content analysis. First, our guidelines for training and evaluating
models were efforts to overcome one of the major problems of computer assisted content analysis using proprietary tools, which
adopt “black-box” type approaches. We used open-source computer programs, and made the entire decision-making process trans-
parent. Second, our LDA topics are validated from diverse perspectives—human supervision of automatic computer analysis, com-
paring with social events, and comparing with independent content analysis results. This supports efforts to establish LDA as a
dependable content analysis methodology, rather than a mere algorithm.

Some limitations of the study should be mentioned. Our findings are based only on the WtP petitions that appeared on the
website, which excludes petitions that failed to gather 150 signatures within the first 30 days. Although our LDA model performed
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well on a set of unknown data, our findings are only valid, at this point, for WtP petition data since we did not yet test our LDA
framework on other datasets. The optimal K, for example, is very sensitive to writing style (one or two main arguments in each text)
and the length of each text (average length of text was 98), as well as the number of texts used for training. In other words, our
approach may not work on a corpus with texts that are too short (e.g. Twitter data) or include complex arguments (for example, texts
about legal debates).

More future studies are needed validating LDA for content analysis to establish it as a dependable methodology. Although our
procedure for topic modeling used e-petition data, an analogous procedure could be used to analyze different types of data. Testing
LDA procedures on different data types and data sets—including, different snapshots of the same corpus, or different time inter-
vals—would be needed to determine whether, and the extent to which, the approach is generalizable. In addition, variations of topic
modeling such as structural topic models or dynamic topic modeling may increase efficiency of the content analysis by enabling
topics’ relationship to document metadata (Blei & Lafferty, 2006; Roberts et al., 2014).
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